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Exploring Blake Plateau

WHOI joins NOAA and partners to test Orpheus-class hadal robots, a crucial step for ocean and space exploration.

A new ocean soundscape

An MIT-WHOI student converts data into songs that reveal the nuances of ocean chemistry.

Study finds 6°C cooling on land during last ice age

Groundwater analysis reveals more accurate ancient temperatures, underscores climate’s sensitivity.

Image of the week: "Hello giant amphipod"

This translucent crustacean was brought up from the ocean twilight zone in our sampling net, MOCNESS.

Dive and Discover Day 14: The great migration

As twilight zone creatures ascend to surface waters in search of food, scientists are there to greet them.

WHOI in the News

FORBES
A Robot Like This Could Swim At Jupiter’s Water-Spewing Moon

NASA
NASA’s S-MODE Takes to Air and Sea to Study Ocean Eddies

GRIST
A sunken river valley could hold the key to protecting the Texas coast

CHICAGO SUN TIMES
Whale of a hug: Drone video shows endangered mammals in apparent embrace

SCI TECH DAILY
Robotic Navigation Tech – That Helped NASA’s Perseverance Rover Land on Mars – Will Explore the Deep ocean

Where are WHOI Ships Now?
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